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Ashton Under Lyne is located approximately 6 miles east of
Manchester City Centre within the borough of Tameside. The
town is one of a number of satellite towns forming part of the
Greater Manchester conurbation. Oldham lies 3 miles to the
north and Stockport is 5 miles south west. The town is the
commercial and administrative centre for the Metropolitan
Borough of Tameside.

Mains, water, gas and electricity are connected to the
property, and we understand that the property drains into the
public sewer.

Junction 23 of the M60 Motorway is approximately 2 miles to
the west.

The premises are described as “Factory, Office and Premises”
and have a current Rateable Value of £417,500. The Rateable
Value will however be re-assessed upon completion of the
refurbishment.

The current property is being comprehensively refurbished
and will provide two units with the following specification:
• Metal clad elevations
• Steel frame construction
• Eaves height of circa 5.60 metres (18 ft 4in)
• Concrete slab
• Glazed roof light sections
• A combination of drive-in and dock levellers
• Sodium lighting
• Ancillary offices and welfare provision
• Security barrier to the entrance and fully monitored by
CCTV
• Substantial concrete yard running the full length of the unit
and to the rear
The refurbished accommodation will provide the following:
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Site Area
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An Energy Performance Certificate is available on request.

The property is located in an established industrial estate.
Interested parties should make their own enquiries of the
Tameside
Metropolitan
Borough
Council
Planning
Department.
With the ability to split from 30,000 sq ft upwards, the units
are available to purchase freehold or available leasehold by
way of new full repairing and insuring leases for terms to be
agreed.
On application.
All prices are quoted exclusive of but will be subject to VAT at
the prevailing rate.
Each party is to be responsible for their own legal costs
incurred in this transaction.
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Davies Harrison for themselves and/or the Vendors or Lessors of this property whose agents they are give notice that: (1) The particulars do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. (2) All statements contained in the particulars as to the property
are made without responsibility on the parts of Davies Harrison or Vendors or Lessors. (3) All descriptions, dimensions and other particulars are given in good faith and are believed to be correct, but any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on
them as statements or representations of fact and must satisfy themselves by investigation or otherwise as to the correctness to each of them. No person in the employment of Davies Harrison has any authority to make or give any representation or
warranty whatever in relation to this property.
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